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‘’I don’t create sculptures, sculptures have already been exist in those stones.
I am just taking out the etcetras’’ Michelangelo.
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He is a master who has the ability to give life to the stones, however we are
just the apprencites watching him with admiration after centuries.
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Our brand which took its inspiration from the layers of geography in which
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From different types of marble to travertine; from limestone to onyx; the
mysterious World and layers of natural stone, the uniqueness of each stone
has become our passion. Our journey and products came to life by following
this passion in different parts of the World. Today, we have the pride and the
responsibility of bringing together our products and services in different
geographies by exporting into 16 countries in 5 continents in pleasure.
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Respecting the living things, environment and protecting the life became our
principle in this journey which we adopted innovation,design and quality as
brand values.
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We would like to introduce our catalogue including classic pieces of our
carved stone and new products that young designer Tugce Saylan created .
We wish you would enjoy.
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Laodikeia_marble

Laodikeia Marble

Laodikeia Marble

Mariana
Trench
DOLOMIT
The Mariana Trench pattern is
inspired by the Mariana Trench,
which is the world's largest
water-ﬁlled pit and is thought
to have never changed since
prehistoric times.
Mariana Trench gives you a
different and impressive
environment in which you feel
special by adding shading and
depth to the areas where it is
applied.

LIMRA

LIGHT TRAVERTEN

SEABED

SEAGRASS

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

MARIANA TRENCH/DOLOMIT

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Cove
SILVER
FANTASY
Cove offers the reﬂection of
natural ﬂow of water’s travel on
natural stones.
With its natural texture and
pattern, it is a source of
inspiration to create designs
that combine the most beautiful
feelings passing through you
with spaces.

SAVANA GREY

KARACABEY BLACK

MUĞLA WHITE

NOCE TRAVERTEN

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

COVE/SILVER FANTASY

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Perla
OTTOMAN BEIGE

Natural pattern and natural
stone come together and
form fantastic walls you
cannot imagine!
While Its soft and
sophisticated style brings
the objects in the
foreground, the elegance
of the Perla pattern is felt
throughout the space.

MYRA

SAVANA GREY

OLIVE AVANTGARDE

SEABED

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

PERLA/OTTOMAN BEIGE

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Riva
OSCAR BEIGE

Perhaps, the serenity is one of
the emotions we need most in
the chaos of city life.
Carrying the natural and
ﬂawless form of oysters to the
living spaces, Riva rests you in
stylish and aesthetic spaces.
SILVER TRAVERTEN

KEMALPAŞA WHITE

GREEN ONYX

NOCE TRAVERTEN

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

RIVA/OSCAR BEIGE

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Harmony
SAVANA GREY

Harmony let you have strong
bounds with the space thanks to
its harmony with the space.
Thanks to Harmony's peaceful
pattern and color, you are always
where you want to be
LIMRA

SILVER FANTASY

GREEN ONYX

NOCE TRAVERTINE

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

HARMONY/SAVANA GREY

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Oyster
KEMALPAŞA WHITE

With its texture inspired by the
ancient times, the Oyster pattern
revitalizes the memories of the
past in the spaces, which reﬂect
the naivety of ancient times

LIGHT TRAVERTEN

OTTOMAN BEIGE

SAVANA GREY

SEAGRASS

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

OYSTER/KEMALPAŞA WHITE

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Pearl
GREEN ONYX

It hides the miracles of nature,
however nothing remains
hidden….
Pearl reveals the mystery of the
miraculous beauty of nature.
Pearl, with its different patterns
and textures, is for those who
like to create different,
aesthetic natural environments
in alternative areas.

MYRA

SAVANA GREY

SEABED

MUĞLA WHITE

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

PEARL/GREEN ONYX

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Rain
SAVANA GREY

Who doesn’t like that beautiful
smell we inhale when the rain
meets the soil…
It’s been designed to create
spaces where we are free from
daily rushes and renewed.
Spaces where rain-patterned
natural stone is applied are just
like the inredible scent coming
from integration of the earth
and rain...

OTTOMAN BEIGE

SILVER FANTASY

MUĞLA WHITE

OLIVE AVANTGARDE

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

RAIN/SAVANA GREY

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Sahara
KARACABEY BLACK

Sahara, just like jumping
from hot sands to cold
water…
Sometimes looking at the
desert through the middle
of an oasis is not
impossible as you think.

SILVER FANTASY

MYRA

NOCE TRAVERTEN

GREEN ONYX

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

SAHARA/KARACABEY BLACK

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Wavien
LIMRA

Wavien, like walking on the water
towards the horizon… It creates a
space where you can ﬁnd yourself
while carrying the peace of
immense oceans and endless sky
to the spaces.
DOLOMIT

OTTOMAN BEIGE

LIGHT TRAVERTEN

SEAGRASS

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

WAWIEN/LIMRA

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Cocoon
LIMRA

The natural stone pattern is
inspired by the cocoon knitted by
a silk beetle and then designed
with the help of that inspiration.
When the time comes, Cocoon
pattern ﬂapping its wings with the
excitement of turning into
butterﬂy takes you out of your
space and ﬂies you over the
different spaces where you want
to be.

MUĞLA WHITE

OSCAR BEIGE

NOCE TRAVERTEN

SAVANA GREY

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

COCOON/LIMRA

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Bluem
SILVER TRAVERTEN

Bluem, which embraces the
reﬂections of the sky, stars
and moonlight on the sea,
offers a comfortable
environment that will
provide you to reach the
clearest mind and the most
meaningful thoughts.

KEMALPAŞA WHITE

GREEN ONYX

SEABED

SAVANA GREY

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

BLUEM/SILVER TRAVERTEN

+COLOUR OPTIONS

WhirlpooL
NOCE TRAVERTEN

Whirpool brings the nature and
green life into your living spaces
by removing the bundaries of
your walls. With its pattern and
texture, it strenghtens the bond
between you and the nature
without putting you away from the
reality.

LIGHT TRAVERTEN

It creates spaces that will make
you feel yourself in nature with a
pattern reﬂecting environmental
awareness and sustainable future.

SEAGRASS

SEABED

MUĞLA WHITE

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

WHIRLPOOL/NOCE TRAVERTEN

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Hexagone
SEABED

In fact, our corners are our
characteristic features that make us who
we are. There are moments we retire
into our own shell and imagine a calm
moment.
In some spaces, The existence of edges
and corners make us feel calm. The
characteristic pattern of Hexagone
identiﬁes with the areas that make you
be yourself.

SEAGRASS

OSCAR BEIGE

DOLOMIT

OLIVE AVANTGARDE

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

HEXAGONE/SEABED

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Ivy
MUĞLA WHITE

Inspirational moments only evoke
when we are alone with ourselves.
Ivy ,ﬁrst creates the sincere
atmosphere that you can imagine ,
and then offers the most suitable
environment for the speeches that
feed the mind.
OTTOMAN BEIGE

Now take a deep breath by the
accompany of Ivy, sit back and
dream…

SAVANA GREY

SEABED

OLIVE AVANTGARDE

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

IVY/MUĞLA WHITE

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Origami
SAVANA GREY

The success that comes after the
difficulties we endure is the best
reward that life offers. Origami
pattern is a painting created with
brushstroke that reﬂects the
emotion of success coming after
difficulties.
LIMRA

It is the smile that you
congratulate yourself sitting back
after you calm down behind the
chaos and the rush of the life.

MUĞLA WHITE

KARACABEY BLACK

SILVER TRAVERTEN

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

ORIGAMI/SAVANA GREY

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Mirage
LIGHT TRAVERTEN

When the sun warms all the areas,
it is great to open the doors and
the windows and cool little bit,
and then it is great to refresh with
a breeze coming from far away.
Breeze in the summer afternoons
that we love very much come alive
thanks to Mirage after the daytime
heat.
Mirage with its unique pattern is
like a beach we want to walk on
barefoot in summer evenings that
we miss a lot.

SEABED

KARACABEY BLACK

SILVER TRAVERTEN

KEMALPAŞA WHITE

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

MIRAGE/LIGHT TRAVERTEN

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Chesterfield
SEAGRASS

Most of the time, we dive into the
harmony of modern and dynamic
spaces. With Chesterﬁeld pattern
,spaces paved with natural stone
become part of you.
She cannot live without you; You
cannot live withour her, either.
Your life is as meaningful and
beautiful as the areas it covers.

SAVANA GREY

SILVER TRAVERTEN

MUĞLA WHITE

LIMRA

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

CHESTERFIELD/SEAGRASS

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Celine
MYRA

Inspired by the dazzling glow of
the stars, Celine makes you free
by the inﬁnite she creates in
spaces with her pattern.
It transforms the applied areas
into a dazzling visual feast.
LIGHT TRAVERTEN

KEMALPAŞA WHITE

SILVER TRAVERTEN

KARACABEY BLACK

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

CELINE/MYRA

+COLOUR OPTIONS

Silis
OLIVE AVANTGARDE

Inspired by the fascinating cycle of
nature, spaces adapt to you with
Silis now.
It allows you to breathe more
easily in places that dazzle with its
elegance.
LIMRA

OSCAR BEIGE

SAVANA GREY

GREEN ONYX

DIMENSIONS:

2 x 60 x 60
CUSTOM SIZE

silis/OLIVE AVANTGARDE

+COLOUR OPTIONS

COLOUR

PATTERN

We offer brand new living spaces
with our wide color scale that can
be applied to any pattern made out
of different marble, travertine,
limestone and onyx.

We consider different tastes for you
offering our variety of patterns
suitable for use in different places.

www.laodikeia.com
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